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US presidents since Ronald Reagan have required
regulatory agencies to conduct cost-benefit analyses
of proposed regulations,1 currently governed by
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-4.2 On
its surface, requiring such analyses makes sense; after
all, why burden businesses with costly regulations if
there is little benefit to the public? There are,
however, several problems with cost-benefit analysis,
including the facts that the costs are often borne by
different people than receive the benefits, the ten-
dency of cost-benefit analysis to overstate costs and
understate benefits and the pro-business bias within
the economics profession.3 The net effect of requir-
ing cost-benefit analyses is to make it more difficult
to develop, implement and defend regulations to
protect public health and the environment.
These problems are clearly manifest in the cost-

benefit analyses done for the proposed tobacco
product regulations by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), first as part of its unsuccess-
ful 2011 attempt to require graphic warning labels
on cigarette packages4 and its 2013 proposal to
assert jurisdiction over non-cigarette tobacco pro-
ducts.5 In both cases, the FDA grossly underesti-
mated benefits and overstated costs.
We6 criticised the cost-benefit analysis of the

warning label rule4 on the grounds that it dis-
counted any health benefits by 50% to account for
the lost ‘consumer surplus’ that would result from
smokers being denied the pleasure of smoking. We
noted that the idea of consumer surplus is
grounded in rational choice theory, which is contra-
dicted by a large body of empirical evidence from
behavioural sciences that demonstrates that the
assumptions of rational choice are inconsistent with
complex multidimensional decisions, particularly
smoking. Rational choice does not account for the
roles of emotions, misperceptions, optimistic bias,
regret and cognitive inefficiency that are germane
to smoking, particularly because most smokers
begin smoking in their youth. Indeed, continued
application of a consumer surplus discount could
undermine sensible policies to reduce tobacco use
and other policies to promote public health.
The current issue of Tobacco Control contains a

broader criticism of the warning label rule by a
group of respected economists,7 detailing how the
FDA grossly underestimated the benefits of the
warning label rule. While not accepting the conclu-
sion that the assumptions underlying economic
theory are so radically violated by smoking behav-
iour that consumer surplus does not apply to
addictive behaviours,6 they “conclude that nearly
all of the ‘lost pleasure’ from tobacco use, as repre-
sented by conventionally measured consumer
surplus, should not be included as a cost in the

FDA analysis of the economic impact of tobacco
regulations.”7 This conclusion is based on the argu-
ment that virtually all smokers begin as children
who do not possess the consistent capacity to make
rational decisions, thereby making the application
of consumer surplus inappropriate.
Thus, both empirical behavioural science evi-

dence and theoretical economic arguments have led
to the same conclusion: the FDA should not be dis-
counting the benefits of reduced smoking by the
cost of lost pleasure (consumer surplus).
The silliness of the FDA’s approach attracted

attention of the media,8 9 members of Congress10

and even Doonsbury cartoonist Gary Trudeau.11

Likely in response to this attention the Department
of Health and Human Services convened an expert
panel on “Inferring willingness to pay for policies
that change the consumption of addictive goods” to
advise the Department (which includes the FDA) on
the appropriateness of FDA’s application of the con-
sumer surplus discount (box 1). While this is a step
forward, every member of the panel is an econo-
mist, which means that interdisciplinary perspec-
tives are being, by policy, ignored or minimised.
Another illustration of the difficulties with limit-

ing the analysis to purely an economic perspective is
illustrated by the economists’ critique of the FDA in
this issue of Tobacco Control when they state that

We decided that it was most informative to separate
smokers into those who became regular smokers
before the legal age of smoking [18 years old in
most places], and those who become regular
smokers thereafter. For the former group, society
has clearly decided that the decision to initiate
smoking is an irrational decision and any changes in
their conventionally-calculated consumer surplus
resulting from changes in their tobacco use in
response to [graphical health warning labels] or
other actions should not be counted as a cost in the
economic impact analysis of FDA’s rules on
tobacco…We refer to this as the ‘principle of insuf-
ficient reason’ approach and argue that the benefits
to those who started using tobacco products regu-
larly before 18 years of age and who quit in
response to FDA regulatory actions should not have
any offset for lost consumer surplus.7 [emphasis
added]

While appropriately noting that consumer
surplus makes no sense when applied to smokers
who started before they had the capacity to make
rational decisions, it ignores the fact that the deci-
sion on what age to regulate smoking is a political
not a scientific decision.
Indeed, recent advances in neuroscience suggest

that the brain continues to mature into one’s
20s,12–14 well beyond the legal age to buy
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cigarettes. These brain imaging studies also demonstrate that
one of the last areas to mature are the areas critical for impulse
control and critical thinking.12 14 Moreover, empirical evidence
consistently shows that adults cannot accurately predict their
own emotional reactions and experiences, particularly when
dealing with an addictive substance.15 16

Properly considering these issues and integrating them into its
assessment of proposed regulations will require the FDA and
the Department of Health and Human Services to move beyond
the narrow view that only economists have standing to contrib-
ute to this analysis. At a minimum, behavioural scientists and
neurobiologists need to be among the experts evaluating the
government’s approach to these issues.
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